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New ways with 

solid bars
Less water | Solid cosmetics, mostly in the 

form of bars, are not only on the rise in hair 

care. What are the advantages and where are 

possible pitfalls in development? Dr Barbara 

Olioso gives an insight into the background.
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S
olid cosmetics, such as solid 

shampoos, have great poten-

tial for innovation in our 

industry during this age of climate 

change. The trend started in the UK, 

with Lush’s vision of reducing plastic 

waste, and saving many millions of 

plastic bottles.

Now it is a mainstream trend with 

companies such as Garnier and  

Carrefour jumping on the band-

wagon with key messages such as 

“zero plastic waste”, “recyclable 

packaging”, “94% plant based” and 

Cosmos organic.

Market attractiveness

One of the reasons that they look so 

attractive to consumers is because, 

packaging-wise, they are straight- 

forward and guilt-free. The bars are 

usually packed in a simple cardboard 

box that is very easy to recycle and 

actually does get recycled, as the 

infrastructure is well developed for 

cardboard. 

Liquid cosmetics packed in plastic 

bottles need to be properly disposed 

of at the end of their use, with only 

a small percentage getting properly 

recycled as the quality of plastic  

recycling infrastructure is very much 

location dependant.

Another interesting characteristic of 

this type of solid product is that they 

tend to be much more concentrated or 

active than their liquid counterparts, 
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so they are lighter to ship around, 

saving on CO2 emissions that are 

linked to the transport of the finished 

product to the consumer or the 

stores.

Shelf life of solids

In terms of performance, there are 

some really good bases available (for 

example isethionates bases), that are 

mild, have good foaming properties 

and hold their shape over time. With 

regard to challenge testing, different 

testing protocols need to be used in 

issues. Solutions to this go from  

recommending storage of the bar in 

its original box once dry, to selling 

reusable boxes or tins to the user. 

With the current pandemic, where 

hygiene is of an even a greater con-

cern for the consumer, in a domestic 

environment and with a little bit of 

collaboration, these products can 

promote sustainable innovation, and 

be presented to the premium as well 

as mass market in the cosmetic 

sector.

They might even inspire the packa- 

ging industry to develop new mate-

rials that are easier to recycle for the 

consumers. Q
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order to assess the long-term micro-

bial safety, as the standard protocols 

are designed for liquid products.

In the handbook on cosmetic preser-

vation1 there are a few interesting 

multifunctional ingredients that are 

in a solid format that could be used 

for this application to boost microbial 

safety.

Once the bars are being used, they 

are more difficult to differentiate 

from one another and they need to 

be left to dry to avoid microbial 

“Good storage also helps to keep the fragrance 

in the bar for longer.”

Dr Barbara Olioso

With a good base formulation, solid shampoos, 
for example, can also be lathered well.

Good drying and proper storage after use are important 
for the microbial safety of a cosmetic bar.
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The fascination of nature is higher than ever be-
fore and consumers are craving for natural and 
nature inspired fragrances which support the ex-
pected mental benefits. Sustainability means re-
sponsibility for humanity and nature, for products 
and firms, for present and future. Besides natu-
ral raw materials, at Düllberg Konzentra, it´s the 
technologies that enable us additionally to create 
products of exceptional purity and quality. It´s the 
creativity that goes into developing natural frag-
rances, it´s the expertise and passion with which 
our employees ensure our customers´ success.

Düllberg Konzentra.
The essence of nature.

About Nature
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